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Lava rheology is a major control on lava !ow behavior and a critical parameter in !ow simulations, but is very
dif"cult to measure at "eld conditions or correctly extrapolate from the lab scale. We present a new method-
ology for investigating lava rheology through a combination of controlled experiments, image analysis and
numerical forward modeling. Our experimental setup, part of the Syracuse University Lava Project (http://
lavaproject.syr.edu) includes a large furnace capable of melting up to 450 kg of basalt, at temperatures
well above the basalt liquidus. The lava is poured onto either a tilted bed of sand or a steel channel to produce
meter-long !ows. This experimental setup is probably the only facility that allows such large scale controlled
lava !ows made of natural basaltic material.
We document the motion of the lava using a high-resolution video camera placed directly above the !ows, and
the temperature using infrared probes and cameras. After collecting the footage, we analyze the images for lava
deformation and compare with numerical forward-models to constrain the rheological parameters and laws
which best describe the !owing lava. For the video analysis, we employ the technique of Differential Optical
Flow, which uses the time-variations of the spatial gradients of the image intensity to estimate velocity between
consecutive frames. An important bene"t for using optical !ow, comparedwith other velocimetrymethods, is that
it outputs a spatially coherent !ow "eld rather than point measurements. We demonstrate that the optical !ow
results agree with other measures of the !ow velocity, and estimate the error due to noise and time-variability
to be under 30% of the measured velocity.
Our forward-models are calculated by solving the Stokes !ow equations on an unstructured "nite-element
mesh de"ned using the geometry of the observed !ow itself. We explore a range of rheological parameters,
including the lava's apparent viscosity, the power-law exponent m and the thermal activation energy. Our
measurements of apparent viscosity agree well with predictions of the composition-based Shaw (1972)
and GRD model (Giordano, Russell and Dingwell, 2008). We "nd that for the high-temperature portion of
the !ow a weakly shear-thinning or Newtonian rheology (m>0.7) with an effective activation energy of
B=5500 J gives the best "t to the data.
Our methodology is the "rst time that high-resolution optical !ow analysis of !owing lava is combined with
numerical !ow models to constrain rheology. The methodology we present here can be used in "eld condi-
tions to obtain in-situ information on lava rheology, without physical interaction with the !ow and without
being limited to point-wise, low strain-rate, local measurements currently available through the use of rota-
tional viscometers in the "eld.

© 2012 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction

Lava !ows are the primary mechanism for the emplacement of
erupted magmas. Lava !ows are abundant throughout the inner solar
system, and cover much of the Earth, the Moon, the terrestrial planets
and volcanically-active moons. Lava !ows hold key information about
fundamental processes such as planetary evolution and the creation of
new crust. Equally important is the risk that lava !ows present to the
communities which reside near active volcanoes. While less fatal than
explosive eruptions, lava !ows often create permanent and heavy

damage to infrastructure and property (e.g. Behncke et al., 2005;
Siebert et al., 2006; Kauahikaua, 2007; Crisci et al., 2008).

The dynamics of lava !ows are complicated, a consequence of their
heterogeneous structure and the multitude of processes at play. Lava is
not a simple !uid, but rather a multiphase !uid containing liquid
melts, gas bubbles and solid crystals (e.g. Marsh, 1981; Stein and Spera,
1992;Manga et al., 1998). Over the course of eruption and !ow emplace-
ment lava cools, degases and deforms, and its rheology changes as a con-
sequence. In the following sections, we "rst review previous work and
current ideas regarding lava rheology, and then introduce a new meth-
odology we developed for investigating lava rheology and deformation
using a combination of experiments, video analysis and numerical !ow
models.
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2. Lava rheology

The rheology of lava depends on its composition, temperature,
crystallinity and vesicularity. During the emplacement of a !ow, the
temperature, crystallization and vesicularity of the lava change, mak-
ing the rheology strongly time-dependent. In addition, due to the de-
velopment of mechanical and thermal boundary layers, strong
rheological contrasts occur within !ows. Rheology, being the link be-
tween forces acting on a material and its deformation, is a vital part of
the description of any !ow, and lava !ows are no exception. Having
accurate constraints on the rheological parameters of lava is essential
to correctly predicting the advance of a lava !ow or to interpreting
ancient !ows.

Over the years, it has been debatedwhat the correct type of rheology
to use for lava !owmodeling is. Basaltic lava at high temperature (over
1100 °C) or very low vesicularity and crystallinity (b25%) is commonly
described as a Newtonian !uid, with strain rate linearly proportional to
stress (Lejeune and Richet, 1995; Pinkerton, 1995; Sakimoto and Zuber,
1998). But since lava contains, in addition to puremelt, also bubbles and
crystals, it is not surprising that a non-Newtonian rheology often ap-
pears to be a more appropriate description.

Field measurements made with a rotational viscometer at the
Makaopahi lava lake Shaw et al. (1968) and an Etna lava !ow
(Pinkerton, 1978) indicated that the measured lavas were, in fact,
pseudoplastic, and can be approximated by a Bingham!uid (aNewtonian
!uidwith a "nite yield strength). Samples taken from Etna and studied in
the laboratory showed Newtonian behavior above 1130 °C, and
pseudoplastic behavior below 1130 °C (Shaw, 1969). This transition
to a Bingham rheology is ascribed to the formation of crystal networks
(e.g. Lejeune and Richet, 1995; Walsh and Saar, 2008). We note that
the strain rates in play during the measurements that Pinkerton
(1978) made (between 0.004 and 0.12 s!1) were small compared to
the strain rates commonly experienced by basaltic lava !ows, usually
at the range of 0.1 s!1 (Spera et al., 1988).

However, the approximation of lava as a Bingham !uid has been
often challenged. Hardee and Dunn (1981) showed that "eld data
previously interpreted as evidence for Bingham rheology, as well as
results of laboratory experiments on convection of near-liquidus ba-
salt, can be easily "t with a power-law model (! ! K _"m, where ! is
the shear stress and _" is the strain rate and K is a proportion coef"-
cient). Laboratory results by Spera et al. (1988) on subliquidus rhyo-
litic samples were the evidence of a power-law rheology as well. Even
the Newtonian behavior of pure melts has been challenged recently,
when laboratory measurements by Sonder et al. (2006) on basaltic
melts at T>1200 °C and crystal content b5% showed a strong shear
thinning behavior,with viscosities varied by a factor of 10 at a shear strain
rate range of 10!2 s!1 and 30 s!1. Sonder et al. (2006) "t a power-law
rheology to the data and found thatm=0.6 (shear thinning).

The rheology of lava is also strongly temperature-dependent, and
it is thus important to constrain the relationship between lava's vis-
cosity and its temperature. Several different relationships between
temperature and viscosity have been described for lava. Shaw
(1972) de"ned the relation as an Arrhenius law: #=#0expE

"/RT, with
E" as the activation energy, R the gas constant and T the temperature.
Dragoni (1986) and later derived works have employed a relation
between the proportion coef"cient K mentioned above and the
temperature: K=K0e!c(T!TL), where TL is the liquidus temperature
and c and K0 are constants. Spera et al. (1988) found that lava is non-
Newtonian, and that there is a linear increase in the power-law expo-
nent with temperature and an exponential increase in the propor-
tion coef"cient; Spera et al. (1988) thus de"ned a stress–strain
relation of the form: ! ! aeb=T _"c"dT , where T is the temperature, and
a,b,c and d are constants. On the other hand, Hanson et al. (2010)
reported that re-melted crystal-free samples from a magma reservoir
followed a simple non-Arrhenius viscosity, but did not provide a
speci"c formulation.

Chemical composition plays a key role in controlling the viscosity
of lava as well. The foundational works of Bottinga and Weill (1972)
and Shaw (1972) have established the connection between the
major elements composition of lava and its rheology. Shaw (1972)
describes a procedure for calculating the viscosity of pure melt by
using its major elements composition to estimate the “Arrhenius
slope”, which represents the temperature-dependence of the viscosi-
ty. “Shaw's model” was shown over the years to agree with physical
measurements (e.g Marsh, 1981; Fink and Zimbelman, 1986), and is
the model employed by the popular magma ascent code ConFLOW
(Mastin, 2002). However, Giordano and Dingwell (2003) found that
this agreement breaks down at water contents higher than 2.3% or
temperatures outside the range of 1050 to 1150 °C. More recently,
Giordano et al. (2008) presented a non-Arrhenius model for the vis-
cosity of silicate melts as a function of temperature, composition
and volatile content. We later expand further on this model, as this
is the model which we employ in our numerical models and to
which we compare our measurements.

Grif"ths (2000) pointed out the difference between actual melt
viscosity, the viscosity of the liquid–crystal–bubble mixture (“actual
lava viscosity”, de"ned as d!=d_!), and the “apparent” viscosity of
the mixture (de"ned as !=_!). In our analysis of experimental !ows,
we aim to estimate the apparent viscosity of the mixture, and how ac-
tual lava viscosity depends on factors such as temperature and shear
strain rate, as a demonstration of the feasibility of our methodology.
Since our !owing lavas have almost no crystals or bubbles, we expect
the observed rheology to be close to that of pure basaltic melts.

3. A new method for investigating lava rheology

We demonstrate here a new methodology we developed for in-
vestigating lava rheology and deformation using a combination of
video analysis and numerical !ow models. The main components of
our methodology are: 1) creating controlled lava !ows; 2) capturing
and analyzing the deformation of a lava !ow using video; 3) forward-
modeling of the !owusing"nite-elements spanning a range of rheolog-
ical parameters; and 4) "nding a parameter set that provides the best
match between the model and the observations. Below we describe
the tools and methods employed in each step.

3.1. Validity of experimental approach

When discussing !uid !ow, including lava channel !ows, dimen-
sionless numbers give insight about the system's behavior. In
Table 1 we display a calculation of the Reynolds number, the Péclet
number and the Froude number, as well as the strain rate, for our
lab experiments and for four natural !ows documented in Hawai'i
and Italy. Etna data were taken from Calvari and Pinkerton (1999);
Frazzetta and Romano (1984); Walker (1968) and Bailey et al.
(2006); Mauna Loa data from Lipman and Banks (1987); Kilauea
1974 data: Heslop et al. (1989). We "nd that all examined !ows are
laminar, as all Reynolds numbers values are smaller than the transi-
tion value of approximately 4000. The Péclet numbers indicate that
heat conduction is more important relative to advection in the lab ex-
periments than in the natural !ows. Still, conduction is much smaller
than advection in all !ows. Froude number describes the relative im-
portance of !uid velocity vs. gravity wave speed. Natural !ows can be
either sub-critical or supercritical, depending on the situation; labora-
tory !ows were all subcritical.

The strain rates in the natural !ows span a range from 0.3 to
6.67 s!1, which has limited overlap with the range of strain rates
achieved by the hand-held viscometers of Pinkerton (1978). It is im-
portant to notice that strain rates higher than 1 s!1, such as those we
estimate for Kilauea's 1974 and Etna's 1983 !ows, get close to the
range of strain rates where the measurements of Sonder et al.
(2006) suggest a transition to Newtonian viscosity (m=1 instead of
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m#0.6). It is thus important to examine lava deformation at this
strain rate. Indeed, our experimental !ows experience strain rates
close to or higher than 1 s!1.

3.2. Experimental setup

We perform our experiments at the experimental volcanology fa-
cility at Syracuse University. This facility is part of the Syracuse Uni-
versity Lava Project (http://lavaproject.syr.edu). Our experimental
setup includes several key components: basaltic starting material, a
furnace, a !ow bed, and "lming equipment. Fig. 1 shows pictures of
the experimental setup. The furnace, spout and bed were designed
by the Syracuse University team, while the "lming rig was designed
by the LDEO team. We describe here in detail each component of
our setup.

(1) Material— our starting material is basalt from the Chengwatana
lava !ows in Wisconsin. The basalt is approximately 48 wt.%
SiO2, 15% Al2O3, 15% Fe2O3, 9% CaO, 7% MgO, and 2.5% Na2O.
The Mg# is between 0.42 and 0.57 (Boerboom and Lusardi,
1998). At the end of the pours, the output material is almost en-
tirely glassy, contains no visible crystals and only a few portions
with dull, microlitic appearance. LOI (Loss on Ignition) is below
detection resolution. Many of the solidi"ed !ows, however, con-
tain many visible and smaller vesicles. Our recent CT scans of
samples from two different !ows revealed vesicles that account
for up to 5% of the total volume, with a median bubble diameter
of 0.37 mm.

(2) Furnace — crushed basaltic starting material is melted in the
crucible of a natural gas-"red Gasmac tilt-furnace located at
the Comstock Art Building on the Syracuse University campus.
The furnace was originally designed for bronze foundry work
and was reconditioned to work with basalt by Upstate Refracto-
ry Service. The furnace assembly has been con"gured to allow
both temperature and pouring rate to be controlled. The crucible
can hold as much as 450 kg of molten basalt. The molten basalt
is held at approximately 1300 °C for several hours to reduce vol-
atiles and ensure a homogeneous melt. The lava is poured at a
constant rate from the furnace through a metal chute.

(3) Flow bed and scale bars — from the chute, the lava !ows onto a
sloped surface, whose slope can be changed. The surface is ei-
ther a sloped plane of dry sand with no con"ning structures,
or a straight steel channel with a rectangular cross-section and

controllable width and slope. To allow accurate conversion
from recorded pixels to physical lengths, we place a long scale
bar within the viewing area, close to the !ows. Each of the seg-
ments in the scale bar is 10 cm long, and the high contrast in the
segment color made measurements easy to automate. A vertical
scale bar (1 cm increments) was drawn on the walls of the steel
channel, to allow measurement of the thickness of con"ned
!ows during emplacement. Since the experiments reported
here, we replaced the pen-drawn scale bar with a scale bar
made of small pieces of metal mounted on the interior channel
wall, which can be easily seen from above and are clear on
both visible and thermal imagery.

(4) Filming equipment — the centerpiece of our "lming setup is a
1392 by 1040 pixel, 30 frames-per-second visible-light digital
video camera (JAI BM-141 GE). The camera is placed directly
above the !ows using a 5 m long JonyJib camera boom,
supported by a heavy-duty tripod and balanced using a counter-
weight of sand bags. The camera is protected from the radiant
heat emitted by the lava using a re!ective stainless steel surface,
as well as a stainless steel all-around thermal enclosure (APG Vi-
sion model 38S-AD). Other surfaces near the lava are protected
using self-adhesive sheets of aluminized Kevlar heat barrier.
The camera is powered by a rechargeable battery pack. The
data from the camera is transmitted over Gigabit Ethernet con-
nection to a laptop running a specialized recording program.
The "lming rig was designed to be portable and allow for easy
deployment in "eld conditions at active volcanoes. The total
weight of the tripod, boom, camera mount, battery, computer
and peripheral components is 98 lbs (45 kg). The entire setup
can be divided into three parts of similar weight, "t into two
snowboard bags and a carrying case and be carried on foot by
a three-person team.

(5) Temperature measurements — point-wise measurements of the
surface temperature of the lava were made using a non-contact
infra-red probe. In some of the experiments we used a thermal
camera (model FLIR T300 still-image) to obtain an instantaneous
temperature "eld of the entire !ow surface and surroundings.
The thermal camera was placed almost directly above the
!ows, in close proximity to the visible-light video camera. A con-
stant emissivity value of 0.93 was used (Harris and Rowland,
2001). In some runs, a type-K Omega thermocouple (model
HH-25KC) placed close to the start of the !ow at mid-!ow
depth was used to measure interior temperatures during pours.

Table 1
Dimensional and non-dimensional !uid mechanics properties of lava !ows, for our lab experiments and four selected natural !ows from Hawai'i and Italy.

Parameter Name Units Lab
exp.

Mauna
Loa
1984

Kilauea
1974

Etna
1983

Etna
2001

U Velocity m/s 0.075 1.55 8.25 30 0.55
$ Density kg/m3 2700 2000 905 2500 2500
L Flow width m 0.49 45 7.75 5 3
H Flow thickness m 0.08 5 2.6 4.5 1.35
# Viscosity Pa s 150 2,600 110 1700 1700
% Thermal

diffusivity
m2/s 2.2E!7 2.2E!7 2.2E!7 2.2E!7 2.2E!7

Cp Heat
capacity

J/gK 1.6 1.6 1.6 1.6 1.6

g Gravitational
acceleration

m/s2 9.8 9.8 9.8 9.8 9.8

Reynolds
number

$UL/# Dim. less 0.7 53.65 526 221 2.43

Péclet
number

L U /% Dim. less 1.7E+5 3.2E+8 2.9E+8 6.8E+8 7.5E+6

Froude
number

U=
!!!!!!!
Hg

p
Dim. less 0.085 0.22 1.6 4.5 0.15

Strain
rate

U/H s!1 0.9 0.3 3.17 6.67 0.407
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3.3. Extracting velocities from video footage using computer-vision
techniques

After obtaining the video footage of the !owing lava, we analyze it
using the computer-vision technique of “Differential Optical Flow” to
estimate and extract the time-dependent surface velocity "elds of
!owing lava. The goal of determining the motion of objects is univer-
sal to many "elds, from traf"c routing to microbiology. Because of the

generality of the problem, numerous methods exist to achieve this
purpose. Optical !ow, de"ned as the “distribution of apparent veloc-
ities of movement of brightness patterns in an image” (Horn and
Schunck, 1981), is among the most popular approaches. Many of
the most highly-used optical !ow algorithms make use of the spatial
and temporal gradients of the image brightness. The foundation for
these gradient-based approaches was laid by the work of Horn and
Schunck (1981), as well as Lucas and Kanade (1981). Various codes

Fig. 1. Pictures of the experimental setup. A) Lava being poured from the furnace onto a rectangular steel channel, with the cameras over head. Black and white segment of the scale
bar are 10 cm each. B) Lava coming out of the metal chute and !owing onto a smooth planar slope of dry sand. Segments of scale bar are 10 cm each. C) Camera components— Front
and back of the JAI camera we used (top), the protective thermal enclosure and re!ecting thermal shield. D) Complete setup, showing the "lming equipment position relative to the
furnace and !ow bed, the operator and counter-weight sand bags, battery and data recording computer.
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for estimating optical !ow exist, and they differ by the assumptions
and approximations they make. Most existing algorithms treat the
problem of !ow estimation as an optimization problem, where the
solution velocity "eld is the one which minimizes an expression of
global energy. This global energy usually comes from two sources:
the image data itself, and prior assumptions on the solution used for
regularization (e.g. smoothness). The balance and relative weight
given to each source can be adjusted to improve results.

Optical !ow and other image analysis technique have been occa-
sionally used in the past as a tool in physical volcanology. Sakimoto
and Gregg (2001) tracked prominent !oating features in video footage
from analog and natural !ows to estimate velocities across a channel.
This approach resulted in only few measurements, and not a complete
surface velocity "eld. James et al. (2007) applied the optical !ow algo-
rithm of Lucas and Kanade (1981) to infrared video collected at
Mount Etna to measure lava !ux. Recently, James et al. (2012) used
the region-matching algorithm “Gotcha” (Otto and Chau, 1989) to cal-
culate displacements between time-lapse photographs taken by a re-
mote camera placed near a !ow on Etna in 2008–2009. James et al.
(2012) were able to extract !ow velocities and lava !ow structure dur-
ing the different eruption stages, by translating pixel displacement to
velocity using stereography of speci"c regions of interest, thus alleviat-
ing the need to place special objects in the "eld of view. Walter (2011)
investigated the deformation of Mount St. Helens by applying optical
!ow calculations to photographs taken daily. The algorithm used by
Walter (2011) is based on the classic Horn and Schunck (1981) algo-
rithm, modi"ed to handle changes in illumination (Clocksin et al.,
2002) and non-rigid deformation due to collapse. We are able to ad-
vance beyond what was achieved in these past studies, thanks to our
proximity to the !ows, the higher image resolution, and, of course, the
greater control over lava !ow emplacement conditions.

We employ an implementation of the Horn and Schunk algorithm
developed at Brown University, and freely available at http://www.cs.
brown.edu/~dqsun/code/!ow_code.zip. This implementation includes
several modern improvements over the original algorithm, making it
more ef"cient and more accurate. For our purposes, the most important
additions are: median "ltering in intermediate solution steps to remove
outliers (Sun et al., 2010), coarse-to-"ne pyramid strategy designed
to deal with large motions (e.g. Anandan, 1989; Black and Anandan,
1996; Brox et al., 2004; Bruhn et al., 2005), texture decomposition to re-
duce the in!uence of lighting changes (Wedel et al., 2009), and temporal
averaging of image derivatives (Wedel et al., 2009). This implementation
was tested on the optical !ow benchmark dataset and is currently
ranked 11th of 70 algorithms tested (http://vision.middlebury.edu/
!ow/eval/results/results-e1.php, code “Classical+NL”). For comparison,
the classic algorithms used by James et al. (2007) are ranked in the bot-
tom 10. The codes used by Walter (2011) and James et al. (2012) have
not been benchmarked. For each video, we "nd the optimal window —
jump between frames used in the correlation. Given frames Fn, Fn+1,
Fn+2, Fn+3, etc., we compared the variability in calculated pixel displace-
ments using frame-pairs (Fn,Fn+1), (Fn,Fn+2), (Fn ,Fn+3), and so on, and
also for many starting frames (n=1:195).

We con"rmed that optical warping across the image is small— the
variation of pixel-to-cm ratio due to lens curvature and barrel distor-
tion is less than 2.5% between the image center and edges. The tilt of
the pour bed relative to the camera's focal plane in!uences the appar-
ent size of objects at the top and bottom of the !ow in two ways: "rst,
the angled view makes all objects in the pour plane appear smaller
than they are; second, objects at the start of the !ow appear bigger
because they are closer to the camera. The "rst problem is addressed
easily by placing the scale bar in the same plane as the !ows. We han-
dle the second effect by applying a linear correction to the pixel-cm
ratio across the image, based on the slope angle and the pinhole pro-
jection assumption. When measuring maximum velocity, we use the
pixel-to-cm ratio at the location of the maximum velocity. The error
on this measurement is less than 3%.

3.4. Forward models

We are able to infer rheology from the lava deformation "elds we
observe in the experiments by constructing forward models of lava
!ow that span a range of rheological parameters and searching for
an appropriate match to the measurements. We use both simpli"ed
analytical channel !ow solutions and more complex numerical solu-
tions obtained using Finite-Element calculations.

3.4.1. Analytical models
We compare the velocities we measured to the velocities predicted

using analytical solutions for channel !ow, and infer the lava's apparent
viscosity. Because we measure the velocities after the lava had already
constructed levees, we can treat the !ow as a con"ned channel with
no-slip boundaries. The following equation calculates themaximum ve-
locity for a Newtonian !uid con"ned to !ow in a solid channel. The
channel has a rectangular cross-section, with a width W and thickness
H (Grif"ths et al., 2003). The effect of spatial variations in viscosity, for
example due to temperature variations, is ignored at this point.

Umax ! $g sin&H2

2#
1!32

'3

X!

n!1;3;5;…

1
n3 !1# $ n!1# $=2sech

n'W
4H

" #
#1$

where $ is the density, g is gravitational acceleration, & is the slope of the
bed, and # is the !uid viscosity. This equation is a generalization of the
in"nite thin sheet equation (see, for example, Turcotte and Schubert
(2002), p. 229, eqn. 6–18), according to which Umax ! $gsin&H2

2# , which
is Eq. (1) for the caseW$H.

For lava density, we use 2700 kg/m3, an average value obtained
from measuring the density of cooled lava samples and accounting
for thermal contraction. This measured density of the lava is higher
density than the value of 2600 to 2700 kg/m3 used by most studies,
because the lava in the experiments has very low vesicularity com-
pared with natural lavas.

At the time of the experiments reported here, we could only esti-
mate !ow thickness for uncon"ned !ows by measuring the thickness
of the cooled material. Because the thickness may change during !ow
(due to in!ation/de!ation) and after solidi"cation (due to thermal
contraction), there is an inherent uncertainty in our measurements
of !ow thickness. Since then, we established alternative methods
for measuring !ow thickness during !ow, including stereography
and 3D scanning. We estimated the !ow thickness H of the uncon-
"ned !ows by measuring the thickness of the solidi"ed lava. Thickness
ranges between 4 and 8 cm, re!ecting an uncertainty due to measure-
ment error, variability throughout a !ow, post-emplacement de!ation
and thermal contraction. For the analysis reported here, we use a !ow
thickness of 6 cm, with an uncertainty of 1 cm, for the uncon"ned
!ows. These values are based on the average thickness ofmultiple cooled
!ows, and accounts for thickness variationswithin each!ow, for thermal
contraction as the!ows cooled, and for inaccuracies inmeasurement. For
our !ow widths and thicknesses, the channel con"nement correction
term (second term within brackets in Eq. (1)) ranges from 0.0045 for
wide !ows to 0.25 for narrow !ows, and is not signi"cantly affected
(b2%) by the uncertainty in !ow thickness.

3.4.2. Numerical models
To calculate the lava velocities for cases assuming complex rheol-

ogies, we use the open-source "nite-element package ELMER (Center
for Scienti"c Computing, Finland, http://www.csc."/elmer/). ELMER
provides a versatile tool for multiphysics simulations, as it includes a
wide range of partial differential equations to use. Themodel geometry,
shown in Fig. 2, is identical to the rectangular steel channelwe use in the
con"ned !ow experiments— a three-dimensional channel with vertical
walls, a constant width of 20 cm and a depth of 10 cm. The channel is
discretized using an unstructured mesh of tetrahedral elements with
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an average edge length of 0.5 cm. We solve the Stokes equation for the
lava velocities at a steady-state, as the !ow is laminar (Reynolds num-
bers in our experiments, usually less than 10, are much lower than the
critical value of 4000.) We specify no-slip conditions at the walls and
stress-free conditions at the in- and out-!ow boundaries.

We impose a temperature "eld through the entire model do-
main. The color map in Fig. 2 re!ect this imposed thermal "eld.
The temperature "eld was calculated by numerically solving the
heat equation for conduction and radiation of heat from a hot
lava body in a steel channel. The surface temperature we measured
using FLIR, and the interior temperature measured using a thermo-
couple, were used as boundary conditions to this problem. The dif-
ference between the surface temperature and the maximal interior
temperature was at most 100° for the duration of active !ow ("rst
60 s of !ow.) We solve the thermal problem on a two-dimensional
cross-section of the !ow and steel channel, and ignore down-!ow
cooling. For the numerical solution, we use lava heat capacity of
1.2e3 J kg!1 K!1, thermal conductivity of 5E-7 m/s2 (Gregg et
al., 1998), emissivity of 0.93 and the measured density of
2700 kg/m3. The solution after 20 s of cooling is used as the im-
posed thermal "eld for the kinematic calculation, since this is the
time it takes for an unconstrained thermal model to reach the ob-
served surface and interior temperatures.

The rheology of the lava in our models is temperature and
strain-rate dependent, de"ned by the following equations:

# ! #0 T# $ _"
1
m!1 #2$

where #0 depends on the temperature:

log10#0 ! !A" B= T!C# $: #3$

Eq. (3) is a Vogel–Fulcher–Tammann (VFT) equation (Vogel, 1921;
Fulcher, 1925), in which A, B, and C are constants representing a pre-
exponential factor, an effective activation energy, and the VFT tempera-
ture, respectively, all of which depend on the lava composition
(Giordano et al., 2008). _" is the strain rate, andm is a power-law expo-
nent. We vary the rheological parameters going into each calculation to
"nd the combination that provides the best match to the observed
velocities, based on a least-squares optimization.

4. Results

We present the results of our experiments and analysis in two parts:
the "rst looks at experiments with uncon"ned !ows to investigate the
overall lava's apparent viscosity, as de"ned by Grif"ths (2000); the sec-
ond examines a con"ned channel experiment to study the temperature-
and strain-rate dependence of lava rheology. For all cases, we report ve-
locity measurements that are essentially instantaneous, and were calcu-
lated using sub-second segments of video.

4.1. Uncon!ned "ows and lava apparent viscosity

We "rst look at results from uncon"ned !ows on sand beds with
slopes of 5, 10, 15 and 20°.We examine themagnitude of the !ow veloc-
ities, to obtain a "rst-order estimate of the viscosity. As an example, Fig. 3
shows a !ow with a slope of 10°, overlaid by colored contours showing
velocity magnitude calculated using the optical !ow algorithm.

Table 2 lists the observations we collected for the !ows we use in
this paper. We report bed slope, channel width, and the maximum
velocity measured. For all the !ows the maximum velocity was
found, as expected, at the warmest region at the center of the chan-
nel, and is increasing with steeper slope. The uncertainties reported
for the optical !ow velocity measurements are based on the variabil-
ity of measured maximum velocity for a large set of frame pairs. The
distribution of these measurements is displayed in Fig. S1.

A histogramwas not produced for the 5° slope!owbecause of the low
temporal resolution of the video,which limited the number of framepairs
to which we could apply the optical !owmethod. The !ow thickness we

Temperature (°K)

0.1m
0.2m0.2m

2m

Fig. 2.Geometry andmeshused in thenumerical!owcalculations of a con"ned!owwithin
a rectangular steel channel. Red-to-blue color scheme shows the imposed temperature
"eld, as calculated using a 2D conductive-radiative model constrained by measurements
of surface and interior temperatures.
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Fig. 3. True color image of an uncon"ned lava !ow on a sand bed with a slope of 10°. Colored contours show the magnitude of the velocity in cm/s as calculated using the optical
!ow code. Arrows show reconstructed surface velocity "eld. Axes give distances in cm.
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use for this analysis is 6 cm, with an uncertainty of 1 cm. These values
are based on the average thickness of multiple cooled !ows, and ac-
counts for thickness variations within each !ow, for thermal contrac-
tion as the !ows cooled, and for inaccuracies in measurement.

Our velocitymeasurements and the inferred viscosity values are sum-
marized in Table 2. We "nd that in order for Eq. (1) to predict velocities
comparable to those we measure in !ows with 5–15° slope, # needed
to range from 45 to 180 Pa s. In Fig. 4 we show the inferred viscosities
of the lava along with the viscosity predicted for the Chengwatana basal-
tic composition by two theoretical models: one is the GRD model (using
the online calculator at http://www.eos.ubc.ca/~krussell/VISCOSITY/
grdViscosity.html), and second is the classic Shaw (1972) model. The
GRD calculator predicts values for the parameters A,B and C in Eq. (3)
of !4.55, 5000 and 613, respectively. The two models agree with each
other for T=1100 °C. The values we estimate from the experiments are
close to the predictions for basalt at the measured temperatures of the
!ows.

4.2. Con!ned channel "ow and viscosity variability

The detailed velocity "eld obtained using the optical !ow algorithm
allows us to examine variations in lava velocity across the !ow, in addi-
tion to the "rst-order observation of maximum lava velocity discussed
in the previous section. Cross-channel changes in the velocity pro"le
can teach us about the dependence of lava rheology on temperature
(due to cross-channel variations in temperature) and on strain rate.

The tighter control over the !ow geometry and its behavior over time
we gained by using the rectangular steel channel allows us to address
these issues. Here we analyze the data gathered for a con"ned !ow
with a 17° slope (Fig. 1A), which achieved a steady-state of !ow behav-
ior. The !ow can be seen in a video accompanying this article (Fig. 5).

The maximum !ow velocity for the 17° slope con"ned channel
was 25 cm/s. Using the prescribed channel width of 20 cm and the
measured !ow thickness of 10 cm, this velocity translates through
Eq. (1) to an apparent viscosity of 125 Pa s. This value is in good
agreement with the values obtained for the uncon"ned !ows
(Table 2). Fig. 6 shows cross sections of the normalized lava velocity
(|V|/|V|max) across the channel width, for the observations (black
dashed) and numerical models (colored solid lines). Fig. 6A shows
model results with varying the B parameter of effective activation en-
ergy. We calculated the mis"t between the observations and the
models along a cross-section using least-squares and found that the
best "t is reached for B=5500 J. To obtain a viscosity of 125 Pa s at
the observed temperature of 1021 °C according to the GRD formula-
tion, this B value corresponds to A=!5.94 and C=610. Fig. 6B dis-
plays variations in predicted velocity patterns with changing the
power-law exponent m. Our results suggest that the lava in our ex-
periments is only weakly shear-thinning, or close to Newtonian,
with m>0.7 (m=1 is Newtonian).

5. Discussion

The methodology we describe in this paper holds considerable
promise for the "eld of volcanology. We are able to obtain realistic ap-
parent lava viscosities using the maximum velocities measured and a

Table 2
Summary of measurements and model predictions for !ows at 5, 10, 15 and 20° slope. Inferred viscosities were calculated assuming a !ow thickness of 6 cm for all !ows. “Con"ned
channel correction” refers to the term in brackets in Eq. (1). Uncertainties in measurement are reported for optical !ow velocities and for !ow thickness. These are the largest con-
tributions to the reported uncertainty in apparent viscosity, calculated by calculating bounds for the viscosity using the upper/lower bounds for !ow velocity and thickness.

Slope (degrees) 5 10 15 20
Pixel/cm ratio 0.97 4.71 4.61 5.32
Frame rate 30 8 15.2 18.5
OF velocity (pixel/frame) 0.09±0.02 4.1±1.2 3.7±1.0 8.8±1.7
Physical velocity (cm/s) 2.78±0.62 6.96±2.04 12.20±3.3 30.60±5.91
Width (cm) 82 47 22 16
Thickness (cm) 6±1 6±1 6±1 6±1
Con"ned channel facto 1 0.9956 0.8845 0.75
Density (kg/m3) 2700 2700 2700 2700
Temperature (C) 1270 1300 1150 1300
Apparent viscosity 173±88 146±82 108±59 45±22
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Fig. 4. Viscosity of lava based on its composition, using the GRD model (Giordano et al.
(2008) black line) and the Shaw (1972) model (red line). The viscosities we calculate
from our experiments, using Eq. (1) and the values given in Table 1 are shown in blue.
We estimate the error in temperatures reported in Table 2 and this "gure to be approxi-
mately 50 °C, which accounts for spatial variability, for not probing at the hottest point,
for downstream cooling, and for probe accuracy. Uncertainties in viscosities re!ect uncer-
tainties in !ow thickness and velocity. Our calculated viscosities are close to the theoret-
ical prediction for basalt at the relevant temperatures. (For interpretation of the references
to color in this "gure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)

Fig. 5. Frame from the video accompanying this article, showing lava !ow con"ned in a
steel channel, at a slope of 17°.
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simple analytical channelmodel, and addressmore complex rheologies,
such as temperature- and strain-rate dependent, by employing numer-
ical !ow simulations. Our experiments examine lava with a natural ba-
saltic composition at a realistic scale and strain rates. Yet there are a few
points that need to behandledwith care. First-order uncertainties in the
calculated rheological parameters can arise from multiple sources, in-
cluding error in the estimated velocity, !ow thickness and surface tem-
perature. Other sources of uncertainty include error in estimated crystal
and bubble content, use of a wrong rheological formulation, and assum-
ing a steady-state !ow.We address these points in the discussion below.

The accuracy of the velocity measurements from optical !ow can be
estimated by examining the variability of the measurements over time,
as well as comparing the output with an independent measurement
obtained using a different method. In Fig. 7 we analyze the variability
of the velocity "eld of the 10° slope !ow. We use the velocity "elds

calculated from a total of 195 image sets. The left panel shows the
time-average (over 25 s) velocity magnitude "eld. The middle panel
shows the standard deviation of the velocity magnitude estimated at
each point, after accounting for the slowing due to cooling by removing
a linear trend of the velocity over time. The ratio of the standard devia-
tion to the mean is displayed in the right-hand panel. We "nd that for
the majority of the !ow area, the relative error does not exceed 30%.

We calculated a local !ow velocity by tracking a prominent bright
patch in the !ow. In Fig. 8 we compare the result from particle track-
ing with the velocity of the !ow at the patch location estimated by
optical !ow. We "nd a very good agreement between the measure-
ments. We also "nd that while there seems to be a large variability
of the velocity estimated per time-step, averaging the !ow "elds
over time gives a relatively smooth and robust result.

Flow thickness is a critical parameter when velocity measurements
are used to infer viscosity, due to the scaling of #%H2 (Eq. (1)). In the
case of our analysis of the uncon"ned !ows, we use the same thickness
for all the !ows. However, it is likely that the apparent variation of vis-
cosity with slope (Table 2) is due to the different thicknesses the !ows
had in reality, a result of the correlation between slope and !ow width
and thickness (Kerr et al., 2006). Nonetheless, the order of magnitude
of calculated viscosity agrees with that predicted by the composition
and temperature. For our con"ned !ow experiments, the uncertainty
in !ow depth is reduced thanks to measurements during the experi-
ments, using a scale bar placed on the channel wall. For future experi-
ments, the experimental setup now includes metal plates as scale
markswithin the con"ning steel channel, and amultiple-camera system
for stereo photography of !ows, which will allow 3D reconstruction of
!ow surface as it advances.

Another limitation we faced in our uncon"ned !ow experiments
was the lack of precise measurements of temperature during the exper-
iments, which could potentially limit our ability to constrain the
temperature-dependence of the viscosity.We estimate the error in tem-
peratures reported in Table 2 and Fig. 4 to be approximately 50 ° C,
which accounts for spatial variability, for not probing at the hottest
point, for downstream cooling, and for probe accuracy. Given the viscos-
ity lawwe use here, the error in B is on the order of log(#)!(T, so about
one to three times the error in the temperature.We also assume that the
thermal conductivity and radiative emissivity, which control the
cooling at the surface of the !ow, are independent of the lava tempera-
ture. This assumption is most likely inaccurate (Michael Ramsey, pers.
comm.) However, we "nd that changing the maximum temperature
used in the forward !ow model over a range of 100° leads to minimal
changes in the observed velocity pro"les, for B=4000 (Fig. 9). For the
!ows presented in this paper, heat loss is dominated by radiative
cooling (Qrad=1.9 105 W/m2) compared with conduction after the
"rst 5 s (in steel channel) or 35 s (!ow on sand), using an emissivity
of 0.93, lava conductivity of k=1 W/mK, thermal diffusivity of 28
10!8 m2/s for sand and of 405 10!8 for steel (e.g. Harris et al., 2005).

Another limitation of our current models is that we solve the !ow
equations assuming a steady-state. For the most part, however, the
!ows are not at steady state, and are advancing down slope. To suc-
cessfully model an advancing !ow in three dimensions implies track-
ing of the !ow's free surface, a known challenge in computational
!uid dynamics. Additionally, the surface of the !ows often

A

B

V
/V

V
/V

Fig. 6. Normalized velocity magnitude pro"les across the surface of a 3D channel !ow
model. A) Line color (red-to-cyan range) shows variation of the calculated velocity
pro"les with the parameter B used to de"ne the temperature-dependence of viscosity.
The observed pro"le is shown by the dashed black line. The best "t to the observations,
as calculated using least-squares mis"t, is reached at B=5500. B) Line color re!ects the
value of the exponent m used in the power-law rheology de"nition. The differences
between models with m=0.7 or higher are small, and all provide a reasonably good "t to
the observations, indicating that the lava is onlyweakly non-Newtonian, or evenNewtonian.

%

Fig. 7. Analysis of the time-variability of the velocity magnitude "eld of a 10-degree slope !ow — Left: Time-averaged velocity magnitude "eld; Center: standard deviation of
velocity magnitude measurements; Right: Ratio of standard deviation to the velocity magnitude. Axes give dimensions in centimeters.
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CBA

Fig. 8. Comparing optical !ow velocities with particle tracking results — Left: Patch path shown on a visible image of the !ow. Axes give distances in cm ; Center: Patch motion (distance versus time) calculated using particle tracking,
demonstrating a velocity of 2.9 cm/s for the middle part of the path; Right: Flow velocity at the location of the bright patch calculated using optical !ow. The blue line is based on time-step speci"c velocity "elds (Vlocation=Vlocation

frame=i),
while the red line uses the time averaged velocity "eld (V location ! !V location). This time-averaged value agrees well with the slope of the patch displacement curve shown in panel (B), shown here by the dashed green line.
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experiences folding and buckling, which are dif"cult to incorporate in
a numerical model. We expect future work to address these aspects of
our models. Nonetheless, we point out that for the short time dura-
tion of the !ows analyzed from the video imagery (a few seconds at
most), the !ow geometry and structure is at a quasi-steady state.
This can be seen in the video accompanying this article.

The apparent viscosity we calculate for the uncon"ned !ows,
while agreeing within an order of magnitude, differs from that pre-
dicted by the GRD and Shaw models. One explanation can be volatile
content. Even though our starting material is extremely dry, exhib-
iting LOI below 1%, it only takes 0.3 wt.% of water to decrease the vis-
cosity predicted by the GRD model to the values we infer from the
data. Bubbles also in!uence the viscosity, and can increase or
decrease it depending on strain history and bubble shapes. Despite
having essentially no dissolved water in the starting material, the
resulting solidi"ed !ows almost always contained vesicles, hinting
that gases are entrained during the pours. We were recently able to
scan solidi"ed lava samples in a CT scanner, and quantify bubble
size distribution and total volume. The CT scans revealed vesicles con-
tent of 4.4% of the total sample volume, with a median bubble diameter
of 0.37 mm. The vesicles we observe are spherical, which can increase
the apparent viscosity. The Einstein–Roscoe equation (Roscoe, 1952),
most likely an overestimate (Harris and Allen, 2008), suggests an in-
crease of 16% in the viscosity due to 4.4% of bubbles. The more recent
equation by Pal (2003) suggests an increase of just 4.6% in the viscosity.

We "nd that our methodology is readily applicable to laboratory
experiments as well as to natural lava !ows. We applied the velocity
analysis tool to videos of natural !ows from Etna and Hawaii. In
Fig. 10 we show examples of velocity "elds we calculated from videos
of natural !ows. These examples give !ow velocities in pixels per sec-
ond. As discussed by James et al. (2007, 2012), applying optical !ow
to natural !ows holds several challenges. First, because the distance
of the camera from the !ow and the sizes of objects in the frame
are unknown, absolute velocities cannot be calculated directly. Sec-
ond, the oblique, and unknown, angle of view, leads to an error in
the relative velocity estimates between the far and near parts of the
image, unless other assumptions, such as uniform channel width,
are made. Nonetheless, in some cases we were able to extract relative
velocities and !ow style (e.g., parabolic pro"le, plug !ow). It is there-
fore important to obtain footage of natural !ows with quantitative
deformation analysis in mind, for instance by placing anchor objects

Fig. 9. Normalized velocity magnitude pro"les across the surface of a 3D idealized
channel !ow model. Line color (magenta-to-cyan range) indicates the maximum
(channel center) of the temperature "eld given as input. Theminimum of the temperature
"eld is kept at 800 °C. Evidently, an error of 10 s of degrees, likely when measuring !ow
temperature using a point-wise probe, is insigni"cant when considering the normalized
!ow structure (of course there will be an in!uence on the actual velocity magnitude.).

A B

C D

Fig. 10. Examples of velocity "elds calculated for natural lava !ows. (A) and (B) show frames from the movie “Rivers of Fire”, which documented the 1984 Mauna Loa eruption
(Hawai'i Natural History Association, 1985). (C) and (D) were taken from USGS videos documenting lava !ows at Pu'u o'o, Hawai'i: (C) shows a cascade of lava during the "ssure
eruption of September 2011; (D) displays lava !owing into the lava lake within the crater. Color contours in (D) show velocity magnitude.
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of known size near the !ow, as done by James et al. (2007), by using
vertical view angle similar to the one we use in our laboratory, or by
using stereography to extract surface geometries (James et al., 2012).

6. Conclusions

We present here a new methodology, including an experimental
facility and analysis method, aimed at investigating lava !ow dynam-
ics and lava rheology. Using a combination of high-resolution optical
!ow analysis of the lava velocity "eld and numerical !ow models, we
were able to explore a range of rheological parameters and search for
the best match to the observations. The viscosities we estimate for the
lava using the maximum velocities we measure using optical !ow
agree well with those predicted from the lava composition and tem-
perature. The temperature-dependence of viscosity, which we inves-
tigate by looking at cross-channel velocity pro"les, has an effective
activation energy similar to that predicted based on the composition.
The ability to study lava !ow deformation at such high spatial and
temporal resolution, provided by the unique experimental facility
and analysis method, holds great potential for advancing our under-
standing of lava dynamics and rheology.

Supplementary data to this article can be found online at http://
dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.jvolgeores.2012.08.002.
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